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Monster !eatres, a major exhibition of new works by leading 

Australian contemporary artists, is presented dramatically 

across the AGSA galleries and throughout the Adelaide Botanic 

Garden, including in the Museum of Economic Botany and 

the Dead House. Irough their projects these artists have 

harnessed the evocative power implicit in the notions of 

both the monster – fright, horror, dread, strangeness – and 

the theatre – drama, exaggeration, spectacle, tragedy – to 

conceptualise and deal with the great anxieties of our age.

Ie power of monsters to warn and to communicate fear is the 

lure that draws artists to them. Ie monsters in contemporary 

Australian artistic practice are our monsters, in that they 

embody our current cultural moment. Ie theatre is a site 

of intimate, oLen transformative, encounters. It is a zone in 

which we are brought into bodily proximity with a heightened 

reality. Ie theatre may be a stage for a play, a theatre of 

conflict, or an operating theatre. Ie theatre is never a neutral 

site. Twenty-first-century contemporary art has shown a 

marked tendency to appropriate the strategies of drama, with 

an increasing prevalence of performance-based practices, live 

art, participation and embodied engagement.

Our most usual encounters with monsters are through 

cinema and literature, a mediated relationship that insulates 

us from their malevolence: we are safely distanced from 

their threatening presence. Uniquely, the artists in Monster 

!eatres present staged bodily encounters with monsters – the 

monster is in the room with us, in acute and sometimes tactile 

proximity.

Here the galleries and the gardens are the theatres where 

stories are recounted, tragedy and drama enacted, and 

speculative fictions and alternative realities explored.

Ie works of the artists will reveal and challenge the pathology 

of the monster, in the process rupturing received expectations 

of spectacle and storytelling. As well as a place to behold and 

occupy, the theatres themselves will be transformed into social 

spaces, new sets for shape-shiLing forms and temporalities.
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In this new age of precarity and crisis, artists locate the 

source of disruption, destruction and disaster not to some 

divine judgement or cosmological catastrophe but to our own 

overweening hubris. Like the implacable creature of Mary 

Shelley’s Frankenstein, many of the monsters are of our own 

making, but are of human origin – colonial beasts, political 

demons or technological threats.

Ie monster, fantastic and imaginary, is a source of fear and 

wonder, but it is also a guide, signalling very real, and far 

less entertaining or seductive, hazards waiting in the wings. 

Medieval maps featured dragons and other beasts at their 

margins, a cartographic warning of the perils that awaited 

travellers who journeyed beyond the limits of the known 

world. Similarly, we must listen to and heed our monsters and 

aYend to their cautionary warnings as we move into our own 

unmapped territory.

Ie provocative works of all of the featured artists seek to shiL 

how we think about subjectivity, not as an exclusively human 

experience, but rather as a dynamic series of complex relations 

– with each other, with other species and with emergent 

machine intelligences.

Iese artists dissect our understanding of fear, horror, strength 

and survival in the post-internet age and the epoch of the 

Anthropocene. Ieir works of art are urgent warnings made 

manifest.
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